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IN THE FACE OF CHANGING CONDITIONS
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A little about ASFPM
Hurricane Sandy event and its impact
How the US manages flood risk
Changes in Flood Insurance Program in
2012
• Pros and Cons of those changes
• Gaps in U.S. Flood Policy and Programs
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ASFPM’s Mission

ASFPM’s Mission

Mitigate the
losses, costs,
and human
suffering caused
by flooding.

Protect the
natural and
beneficial
functions of
floodplains.

and…
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What does ASFPM do?
 National CFM® Certification
 Over 8,000 CFMs in the nation
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Represent all members on national policy
No Adverse Impact (NAI) tools/training
Support Graduate Programs in FPM
Legislative Activities
White Papers on policy issues
Coordination with Federal agencies
Conferences & Events & Training
Continuing Education Development
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Top 16 Most Costly World Insurance
Losses, 1970-2012*

Hurricane Sandy—the storm

(Insured Losses, 2012 Dollars, $ Billions)

Hurricane Sandy could
become the 6th costliest
event in global insurance
history
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within the past 3 years
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*Figures do not include federally insured flood losses.
**Average of range estimates of $35B - $40B as of 1/4/12 adjusted to 2012 dollars; Privately insured losses only.
***Estimate as of 12/09/12, based on average of midpoints from range estimates from AIR, RMS and Eqecat.
Sources: Swiss Re sigma 1/2011; Munich Re; Insurance Information Institute research.

Top 16 Most Costly Disasters
in U.S. History

Hurricane Sandy Statistics

(Insured Losses, 2012 Dollars, $ Billions)

Hurricane Sandy is the
5th costliest event in
US insurance history
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• Over 120 fatalities
• Over a million buildings damaged or
destroyed
• Over 400,000 people evacuated from New
York City and Long Island
• Insured losses over $25 billion: 1 M
homes, 150,000 businesses, 159,000
vehicles
• Federal taxpayer assistance $60.4 billion
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Hurricane Irene became the
12th most expense hurricane
in US history in 2011
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Disaster supplemental funds for
Sandy provided $60.4 billion taxpayer
dollars for response/revovery

*Estimate as of 12/09/12 based on average of range midpoints from AIR, RMS and Eqecat..
Sources: PCS; Insurance Information Institute inflation adjustments.
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Federal Aid Requests by States With
Greatest Sandy Impact (as of 12/10/12)
Billions
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$33B to repair subways,
hospitals and other
facilities; $9B to
upgrade infrastructure
against future storms
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$39.5B to repair schools
roads, bridges,
businesses, homes and
other facilities; $7.4B to
for mitigation and
prevention against future
storms
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$3.2B to bury power
lines, upgrade
transmission
systems, build
$6.0 sewage treatment
$7.9
plants and other
mitigation projects

North America Hurricane Season

Mitigation/Prevention
Repair
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New York

New Jersey

*As of Dec. 10, 2012.
Source: New York Times, Dec. 6, 2012; Insurance Information Institute.

Connecticut

Disaster bill passed
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Hurricane Sandy
Oct 26-29, 2013

Mantoloking New Jersey 2012

Hurricane Sandy path 2013

Seaside Heights New Jersey

Staten Island New York

Onsite Wastewater
Treatment System
Impacts—Rhode
Island
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Belmar New Jersey

Sand moved onto streets--RI

Erosion in Rhode Island 2012--Sandy

Heavy erosion in Rhode Island

Coastal sand dune—vegetation--RI

2012 Flood Insurance Reform
• NFIP debt leading to 2012 Reform
– $19 billion, now going to $25 B after Sandy

• 20% of 5.6m policies get discount rates
– About 1 million policies
– They pay 40-45% of full risk rates

• No reserve fund
• Designed for average, not big floods
• Program could not repay debt—Congress
could write debt off to taxpayer--$25 billion
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Reform and Flood Insurance Rates
• Philosophy behind 2012 Reform
– Majority of reforms focused on financial
solvency of the program
• Those living at risk should pay true risk rate
–
–
–
–
–

Secondary homes
Substantially damaged structures (> 50%)
Repetitive loss structures
Businesses
New or lapsed policies

• Exception for many primary homes

Impacts of Sandy & Reform
• 30-40,000 structures substantially damaged
in New York and New Jersey
– If over 50% must meet new regulations

• These move to full risk rate over 4-5 years
• Furthermore:
• New maps may raise 1% flood level 2-7 feet
26

New Map--Premium Increases

Flood Insurance Affordability
• Likely future impacts of Reform
– Insurance affordability, especially for those
that cannot afford it
– 2012 did not deal with the issue—only study of
vouchers for low income
– Evaluate vouchers vs. current disaster relief
• Means tested vouchers to assist low income
• This assistance from taxpayer, not NFIP

– Would this be cheaper than current disaster
assistance?
– Sandy and Katrina cost over $200 billion

Affordability Mechanisms

U.S. National flood policy

• Need based vouchers or

• What is the U.S. Flood Policy

• Community based flood insurance

• What is working?

• Interestingly:

• What are the gaps?

• Full risk pricing is resulting in better mitigation
decisions—
• e.g. New Jersey requires elevation to new elev.
plus one foot when rebuilding after Sandy

• How to address the gaps?
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Flood Risk Management:
Role of the Flood Insurance Program

The U.S. National flood policy?
Gilbert F. White—in 1939 said:
U.S. National Flood Policy is essentially one of:

NFIP Quid Pro Quo
• Local governments join
the NFIP & must manage
development to reduce
increased flood losses
• In exchange, federallybacked flood insurance is
available to property
owners in that community

• Protecting the occupants of the floodplain
against floods;
• Aiding them when they suffer flood losses, and
• To encourage more intensive use of
floodplains
• Has not changed in 70 years!

Is it working?
31
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Engineered solutions

Average Annual Flood Damages
• $6 billion annually by
2000
• Three-fold increase
from early 1900s
• Per capita damages
increased by more
than a factor of 2.5 in
the previous century-in real dollar terms
• And then there was
2004-05-08-10-11-12

• In last 110 years we have spent around
$120+ billion for “flood-control” structures
– And damages have increased 300%

• The approach was: “you can build where
you want, because we can keep the river
from your door”
• But……what has been the result?

Average Annual Flood Damages
0
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$5.6
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$10.0
Billions (adjusted to 1999 dollars)
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Flood Risk Management:
Roles & Responsibilities

Policies that Contribute to Risk

States &
Communities
Public

12

$2.9
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Federal
Policies
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$2.4

1970s
1980s

8

$2.0

1950s
1960s

6

$2.2

• So, who manages flood risk, anyway?

• NFIP & the 100-Year Standard
• Emphasis on structural approaches

•
•
•
•

• Disaster relief environment

• Control land use for short-term benefits
• Perceive flooding to be a federal problem
• Externalize the costs & consequences

Federal Role
State Role
Local Role
Personal Role

• Unaware of – or unwilling to accept residual risk
• Misplaced concern about having to
obtain flood insurance vs. real risk
35
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Flood Risk Management:
Roles & Responsibilities

Flood Risk Management: Roles & Responsibilities

• Federal Role
– National Flood Insurance Program
– FEMA, USACE, NRCS, NOAA, EPA & other
federal agencies
– Executive Orders 11988 & 11990
– Financial and
Technical assistance
from fed agencies

State Role--Law/Policies
• Constitutional authority for:
– Land Use and
– Building codes
• Floodplain Management
• Emergency Management
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Flood Risk Management: Roles & Responsibilities

• Local Role
– Development Standards & Planning
– Permitting & Codes Enforcement
– Local Emergency Management Programs
– NFIP & the Community Rating System
– Locals choose their flood mitigation option
and are responsible for O&M forever
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Flood Risk Management: Roles & Responsibilities

• Personal Role
– Understand Risks--Buy/build
and accept the consequences
– Be Informed & Prepared
– Accept Responsibility & have
Realistic Expectations
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Shared Flood Risk Management:
Buying Down Risk
Initial Risk
Zoning

Addressing risk drivers/gaps
• What are those drivers/gaps?

Local

Building Codes
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Local, State

Outreach

Local, neighborhood, State,

Contingency Plans

Local, Individual, State, Federal

Individual, NFIP
Insurance
Local, State, Federal
Natural Storage
Local, indiv, State, Fed
Non-Structural
Structural Local, Fed, State

Residual
Risk

– Population growth
– Future conditions: development, climate
– Those who develop do not pay for the costs
and consequences of the risk
– Those at risk externalize the costs
– Economic pressure to develop high risk areas
despite huge losses

Risk Reduction Tools (Cumulative)

All stakeholders contribute to reducing risk!
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Demographics in U.S.

Climate Change

• By 2050:
– 440 million people—up from 280M in 2000
– 200 million housing units (up from 116
million in 2000)
– 90% of units in 2050 will have not existed in
2000
– Life span of homes – over 150 years!
–

Source: Arthur Nelson, Metropolitan Institute at Virginia Tech.

 Ability now

to
downscale global and
national climate
models to local

 Impacts

on flood risk
vary with location

 Global

losses to
natural hazards in
1980s - $25 B/year.
2010 - $130 B/year.

Who benefits—who pays?
• 6% of people in nation live in flood risk areas
• 94% help pay cost for those who live at risk
• Few federal economic incentives for
communities to site new development out of
harm’s way, yet:
• When floods strike or levee fails or overtop,
locals can externalize costs to federal
taxpayers through federal disaster assistance
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Economic pressures

What to do? ASFPM suggests

• Pressure to relax rules

• Incentives for locals who reduce flood risk

– Even more so after catastrophic disasters like
Sandy and Katrina!

• Politics----what can we say??

• Using Natural systems to reduce flooding
• Effective Community actions that are
– Not just Resilient, but Sustainable

• So what can we do?
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Community zoning/codes

What is Smart Growth?
• In last couple decades we have seen:
• Resiliency/Sustainability movement

• Better/smarter Requirements & Land Use
– Map future floods, not Yesterday’s flood
– Avoid cumulative flood rise—no floodway
development
– Freeboard for new buildings above flood level
– Critical Facilities—must be accessible and
operable during the 500 year flood event

– New Urbanism
– Smart Growth

• Emphasis on Green/energy and carbon
footprint
• Walkable communities
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What is Sustainable?
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Thank You

• But smart growth approaches must address
Natural Hazards
• SMART GROWTH IN DUMB PLACES IS
THE OPPOSITE OF SUSTAINABILITY*
* Lisa Dun, law prof at Utah

The present status of floodplain management does not
encourage complacency ... On balance, progress has
been far short of what is desirable or possible, or what
was envisaged at times when the current policies and
activities were initiated - Gilbert White

who studied New Orleans

• Its all about--Location, Location, Location
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Questions??
Details available on
the ASFPM website

www.floods.org
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